
How can these inspections continue  
without face-to-face interaction?
We saw this obstacle as an opportunity. We have an app that 
facilitates virtual contact with mortgagors. With Pruvan, you 
can capture certified photos of the interior and exterior of a 
home to indicate its condition. Additionally, you can obtain 
hardship and financial information by having a mobile form.

How is all this done?
Virtually through consumer participation using the  
Pruvan Direct Mobile app.

Why Use the Pruvan App?
BANKS REQUIRE PHOTO INTEGRITY
Using any photo app isn’t good enough. Other photos apps 
allow photos to be easily manipulated, letting bad players 
take advantage of the system. Financial institutions require 
a high level of photo integrity for approval of inspections.

Pruvan was developed with photo integrity at the forefront. 
Our tamper-proof technology ensures that photos are: 

Timestamped    Geocoded    Unaltered

REDUCE THE NEED FOR SKILLED INSPECTORS
Because our app is completely tamper-proof and intuitive 
for a layperson, everything you need for a legitimate  
inspection can now be captured by the homeowner. 

ELIMINATE THE POSSIBILITY OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Pruvan is a software company not an inspection company. 
Our mission is to provide a higher level of photo integrity to 
the field order management industry. The security built in 
the Pruvan app also reduces conflict of interest that might 
arise from the homeowner capturing photos of the home.

How Pruvan Works as a Virtual Inspection 
Using the Pruvan app is simple and can be adjusted to fit 
whatever unique inspection needs you have. Check out the 
following steps that outline how easy it is to use.

Customize the form occupants fill out to meet your needs.

Digital technology captures interior/exterior photos  
with tamper-proof, timestamped, and geocoded results 
that ensure the photos were taken at the subject property.

Occupant downloads the Pruvan app, captures photos 
of the house, and completes any form that you attach.

Real time results/reducing turnaround times dramatically.

To learn more about Pruvan, check out our  
website Pruvan.com

Hard Times for Inspections
As the world adjusts to reduced social interaction, two particular 
services affected are loss draft inspections and occupancy inspections. 
These inspections are typically completed by contracted inspectors 
and performed in occupied properties. However, due to virus concerns, 
owners are reluctant to allow inspectors into their homes.

Contact us by phone or email  
to start capturing tamper-proof  
inspection photos with Pruvan.

Phone: 512.244.9511 
Email: Sales@Pruvan.com
Website: Pruvan.com

Interested in  
trying Pruvan?


